Introduction
============

Sequencing of the human genome marked an important milestone in studying the genetic basis of disease states.^[@bib1]^ Advances in sequencing technologies have made it possible to sequence the entire human genome in a week for only 1000 USD using HiSeq X Ten and HiSeq X five systems.^[@bib2]^ A great deal of information about gene sequences and variations among individuals and different backgrounds is currently available.^[@bib3]^ However, knowledge of the functions of genes and their variants is still lacking owing to the absence of technologies enabling site-specific alterations of gene sequences that would facilitate experimental determination of their molecular functions. Genome engineering, in which the genetic material is manipulated at the single-base level, has facilitated the functional characterization of genes and the development and study of disease models. Genome engineering began in the late 1970s, when methods were developed to exchange pieces of DNA in yeast via the homologous recombination system.^[@bib4],\ [@bib5]^ These techniques enabled the generation of single and multiple knockouts for use in functional characterization of genes. In the late 1980s, Capecchi and colleagues^[@bib6]^ developed gene-targeting technologies using embryonic stem cells proficient in homologous recombination. The Capecchi technology has facilitated the study of disease models in mice and contributed significantly to drug discovery and development.^[@bib6]^ Frustratingly, however, because gene targeting is possible only in homologous recombination (HR)-proficient cells, the application of this technology to other cell types and eukaryotic systems has been rather limited.^[@bib7]^

To overcome this limitation, several groups have sought methods to introduce site-specific double-strand breaks (DSBs) and harness the cellular repair machinery to allow genome engineering in every cell type.^[@bib8]^ The ability to generate DSBs in genomes in a site-specific manner would allow the manipulation of the genetic material, enabling the user to dictate the desired genetic outcome.^[@bib9]^ Genomic DSBs are repaired by either the error-prone non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) pathway, in which the two ends of the break are stitched back together with insertion or deletion of nucleotides (indels), or highly precise homology-directed repair (HDR), in which a DNA template with ends homologous to the break site is supplied and used to copy information across the break ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bib10]^ NHEJ repair is quite useful in generating functional gene knockouts and is therefore quite useful in functional genomic studies. In contrast, HDR is used mainly in genome editing to rewrite the DNA sequence and generate gene or protein variants.^[@bib11]^ Manipulations of these two processes may be able to unlock the potential of functional genomics and genomic medicine. Thus, the challenge confronting the field is the generation of site-specific DSBs.

Enzymes that are capable of creating DSBs in a site-specific manner and can be engineered to bind user-defined DNA sequences do not exist in nature. However, such enzymes can be designed, produced *in vitro* and delivered to cells, where they will generate site-specific breaks. To this end, researchers focused on identifying DNA-binding modules that could be engineered to bind to a user-specified sequence and DNA-cleaving catalytic domains.

Zinc-finger nucleases
=====================

Subsequent research efforts focused on generating hybrid proteins with two parts: a programmable DNA-binding module and a DNA-cleaving module. Zinc-finger arrays that can be selected and engineered to bind to a user-defined sequence represented a major advance.^[@bib12],\ [@bib13]^ One such DNA-binding module is based on arrays, each of which is capable of binding to a nucleotide triplet that can provide specificity to a single locus in the genome.^[@bib14]^ Several restriction endonucleases are capable of a complete cut through the DNA at either blunt or staggered ends. Therefore, zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) were generated as hybrid proteins by fusion of a DNA-binding module composed of several zinc-finger arrays with the DNA-cleaving module from the restriction endonuclease *Fok*I ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bib12]^ *Fok*I provides greater specificity because cleavage by this enzyme is based on dimer formation between its catalytic domains. To allow dimer formation, two zinc-finger *Fok*I hybrid proteins must be generated and simultaneously codelivered; one monomer binds to the forward strand of the DNA, and the second monomer binds to the reverse strand.^[@bib15]^ Furthermore, the two *Fok*I monomers must be in close proximity to allow dimer formation, catalytic activity and generation of DSBs.^[@bib16]^ Thus, the specificity of a ZFN is determined by the forward-strand sequence conferred by the left ZF DNA-binding module, the reverse-strand sequence conferred by the right ZF DNA-binding module and the spacer sequence between the two binding sites. The spacer sequence is determined by the linker between the ZF DNA-binding array and the *Fok*I catalytic domain. As a general rule, longer linkers require longer spacers and vice versa.^[@bib17]^ As a result of the combined effects of these three elements, the specificity of ZFN binding within the genome is quite high. The major obstacle to the use of this system is that it requires engineering and generation of ZF arrays capable of binding to any user-defined sequence.^[@bib18]^ This process is quite expensive and laborious and suffers from low reproducibility.

In addition to ZFNs, two platforms have been developed in the past few years: transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) and clustered regularly interspaced palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated-9 (Cas9) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Owing to its facile engineering, reproducibility and affordability, CRISPR/Cas9 has become the system of choice. CRISPR/Cas9 is poised to transform biological research and the development of therapeutics for debilitating human conditions and diseases. In this review, we provide a brief background of genome-engineering platforms, with a special emphasis on the CRISPR/Cas9 system, highlight areas of required improvement and discuss the potential of this system for gene therapy.

Transcription activator-like effector nucleases
===============================================

Nature often surprises us with the conservation of intricate molecular systems across kingdoms of life. The *Xanthomonas* phytopathogen infects a wide host range of plant species, leading to severe diseases and crop loss.^[@bib19]^ At the molecular level, *Xanthomonas* uses the type III secretion system to inject effector proteins into plant cells to overcome and reprogram the cellular machinery of the host.^[@bib20]^ A group of these effector proteins, called transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs), are targeted to the nucleus, where they bind to promoter regions to activate host susceptibility genes to their own benefit.^[@bib21]^ TALEs have distinct structural features, including a central repeat domain consisting of repeats of 33--39 amino acids. These repeats are nearly identical except for two residues at positions 12 and 13 of each repeat that are called repeat variable di-residues (RVDs). TALEs also possess an N-terminal secretion signal and an acidic transcriptional activation domain at the C-terminus, in addition to a bi-partite nuclear localization signal. The code for repeat DNA binding was cracked by two groups using experimental and bioinformatics methods.^[@bib22],\ [@bib23]^ In this code, each RVD dictates the binding of the repeat to one nucleotide in the target DNA sequence according to the following relationships: HD binds to C, NI binds to A, NG binds to T and NN or NK binds to G. The structural basis of TALE binding to DNA revealed the contributions of the RVD residues to each DNA nucleotide: residue 12 stabilizes the contacts with the nucleotide residue, and residue 13 achieves recognition.^[@bib24]^ Several other combinations of RVDs provide binding specificities with various efficiencies. TAL-like proteins from *Ralstonia solanacearum* have enriched the repertoire of RVDs and their binding capacities, thereby providing a rich resource for bioengineering.^[@bib25]^ By controlling the number and order of repeats and their RVD sequences, TALE proteins can be engineered to bind any user-defined sequence.^[@bib26],\ [@bib27],\ [@bib28]^

*Xanthomonas* and *Ralstonia* phytopathogens have provided a bioengineering bounty, and the TAL and TALE-like proteins provide programmable DNA-binding modules for a wide variety of genome-engineering applications.^[@bib29]^ TALEs are capable of binding to methylated DNA; consequently, epigenetic changes do not compromise their binding activities.^[@bib27],\ [@bib30]^ Similar to ZFNs, TALENs are hybrid proteins composed of DNA-binding modules derived from TALE proteins and the *Fok*I catalytic domain for the generation of site-specific DSBs. To introduce a site-specific DSB into the genome, two TALENs must be engineered to bind to the forward and reverse strands with an optimal spacer sequence to allow dimerization of the *Fok*I domain, resulting in the formation of DSBs ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bib27]^ Engineering two TALENs for every single target, although predictable and much more efficient than ZFNs, is a time-consuming process.^[@bib24],\ [@bib31]^ In addition, TALENs are large proteins, making delivery into the nucleus inefficient and challenging, particularly in the context of biomedical applications.^[@bib32],\ [@bib33],\ [@bib34],\ [@bib35]^

Clustered regularly interspaced palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated-9
================================================================================

Bacteria and archaea fend off invading nucleic acids from phages and conjugative plasmids using the CRISPR/Cas systems.^[@bib36]^ The CRISPR adaptive immunity systems function through the orchestrated and cooperative activities of many proteins to target invading nucleic acids, including DNA or RNA. Recently, the CRISPR systems were classified into two major classes, class 1 and class 2, based on the differences in the mechanisms of action of their components.^[@bib37]^ Class 1 CRISPR systems are composed of multi-subunit CRISPR RNA effectors complexes and include type I, type III and the putative new type IV CRISPR systems. In contrast, class 2 systems are composed of a single-subunit CRISPR RNA effector and include type II and the newly classified type V CRISPR systems. CRISPR/Cas systems function as molecular immunity machinery to preserve a molecular record of previous invaders in the form of a short spacer sequence.^[@bib38]^ This spacer sequence is used in future invasions to target and destroy invading nucleic acids (CRISPR RNA or crRNA).^[@bib39]^ There are different types of CRISPR/Cas systems that mainly target DNA and or RNA molecules in a variety of ways using multi-ribonucleoprotein complexes.^[@bib40]^ The simplest of these systems, type II, requires only the Cas9 protein that is guided by a RNA molecule composed of CRISPR and *trans*-activating CRISPR RNA (tracrRNA).^[@bib41],\ [@bib42],\ [@bib43],\ [@bib44]^ This RNA molecule is engineered to possess the essential sequences, in the form of single-guide RNA (sgRNA), to bind and direct the Cas9 endonuclease. The ribonucleoprotein complex of Cas9 and sgRNA scans the DNA, recognizes the complementary DNA sequence and make a cut preceding the protospacer-associated motif (PAM) NGG sequence ([Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bib42],\ [@bib44]^ The PAM sequence, which is indispensable for cleavage of DNA by Cas9, distinguishes self from non-self DNA; consequently, bacterial and archaeal species do not cleave their own DNA. The CRISPR/Cas9 system utilizes sgRNA to identify the complementary sequence in the DNA and subsequently generate DSBs. Therefore, the CRISPR/Cas9 system depends on the highly predictable Watson--Crick base pairing between RNA and DNA that is easy to engineer.^[@bib43],\ [@bib44]^ Application of this system to the editing of eukaryotic genomes requires only the engineering of the short sgRNA; thus, no protein engineering is required.^[@bib44]^ Consequently, the system is quite simple, efficient, robust, amenable to multiplexing and library construction and applicable across all transformable species. However, the system does have some limitations, including off-target activities of the Cas9 protein,^[@bib45]^ that are of great concern in the context of clinical applications. Off-target activities vary among cell types and species.^[@bib46]^ Therefore, several attempts have been made to improve the specificity of the system, including the generation of paired nickases or chimeras containing a catalytically inactive Cas9 protein (dCas9) and the catalytic domain of the *Fok*I endonuclease, similar to the context and requirements for the ZFN and TALEN platforms.^[@bib47],\ [@bib48],\ [@bib49]^ Paired nickases are Cas9 variants with single functional nuclease domains capable of generating single DNA nicks; the use of a pair of sgRNAs leads to the formation of DSBs via the formation of two relatively close nicks.^[@bib50]^ Paired nickases have improved the specificity of the CRISPR/Cas9 system; however, single nicks in the DNA are not always faithfully repaired and can be deleterious at some stages.^[@bib49]^

fdCas9, fCas9 and RFNs, variants of fusions between the FokI catalytic domain and catalytically inactive Cas9 (dCas9) protein, have significantly improved the precision of systems for genome engineering.^[@bib47],\ [@bib48],\ [@bib49]^ Other attempts to titrate the ratio between the sgRNA molecules and the Cas9 protein, or to produce other truncated forms of the sgRNAs, have also proven effective in improving the specificity of the system.^[@bib51]^ Our ability to detect all off-target activities is constrained by the detection limits of the methods available for this purpose, including deep sequencing and other recently reported methods.^[@bib52],\ [@bib53]^ Therefore, novel Cas9 variants with improved specificity are urgently needed to ensure safer applications of this system in genomic medicine, particularly in germline cells, where slight changes in the genome sequence or the epigenetic state can have profound effects on progeny.^[@bib54],\ [@bib55]^ Thus, development of a highly precise Cas9 that is small and has flexible PAM requirements would significantly improve a wide range of applications.

The CRISPR/Cas9 system has been used to edit the genomes of a diverse array of mammalian cell types and organisms with high efficiency and precision. Generating a range of Cas9 variants would help reduce the limitations of the system, making it possible to use each Cas9 variant for a specific purpose.^[@bib55]^ For example, recently the Cpf1 Cas9 variant was identified and used for genome-engineering applications. Its features include the generation of DSBs with staggered ends that can improve the efficiency of HDR.^[@bib55]^ Cpf1 is also smaller in size than wild-type Cas9. The CRISPR/Cas9 molecular tool kit will be expanded in the near future to include Cas9 variants and sgRNA structures and molecules designed for specific purposes. Moreover, novel classes of site-specific nucleases that are similar to CRISPR/Cas9, whose engineering depends on the Watson--Crick base pairing, might replace the current system.^[@bib56]^ The CRISPR/Cas9 system will enable different modalities of targeted gene mutagenesis and editing ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Certainly, the future of genome engineering is bright, and we now have the tools to answer myriad basic questions and engineer genomes to treat genetic diseases and understand their underlying molecular basis. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows a systematic comparison of the three platforms.^[@bib57]^

CRISPR/Cas9 on-target activities
================================

Extensive research efforts have focused on reducing the off-target activities of the CRISPR/Cas9 system, an important goal. Very recently, Cas9 high-fidelity variants with alterations that reduce nonspecific DNA contacts were reported.^[@bib58]^ Similarly, an enhanced variant of Sp Cas9 (eSpCas9) has been generated that exhibits reduced off-target activities and robust on-target activities.^[@bib59]^ Furthermore, Cpf1 endonuclease has recently been characterized as an all-in-one CRISPR machine that produces staggered ends at DSBs.^[@bib55],\ [@bib60],\ [@bib61],\ [@bib62]^ Equally important, however, is control over the repair process to ensure that the on-target effects will produce the desired genetic changes.^[@bib63]^ Usually, these precise changes can be produced via HDR that is quite challenging. Attempts to increase the frequency of HDR relative to NHEJ using chemical inhibitors have achieved some success.^[@bib64]^ To increase the frequency of HDR, DSBs should be generated when the HDR process is dominant or NHEJ is inhibited.^[@bib65]^ Because HDR depends on the availability of the repair template to copy information across the break, the simultaneous delivery and availability of the repair template at the time the DSB is made are essential for a successful outcome.^[@bib66]^ Unsuccessful HDR could lead to deleterious consequences; therefore, research efforts aimed at improving and controlling this repair process hold the key to expanding the applications of these technologies to the treatment of genetic diseases in which single-base changes must be made or sequences must be replaced.^[@bib67]^ It should be emphasized that undesired outcomes of HDR in gene therapy would complicate the treatment because these alterations would be mosaic and could not be targeted by future treatments.

Targeted transcriptional regulation
===================================

Most of the interest in molecular scissors relates to their ability to generate precise DSBs in the genome that can then be harnessed for functional studies or treatment purposes. ZFs, TALEs and Cas9 can be engineered to retain their programmable ability to bind any user-defined sequence in the genome but lack any nuclease function. Therefore, chimeric proteins using ZFs or TALEs as DNA-binding modules and other catalytic transcriptional regulatory domains are of immediate use for spatiotemporal control of transcription throughout the genome.^[@bib68]^ These domains were fused to catalytically inactive Cas9 to generate CRISPR/Cas9-based synthetic transcriptional regulators.^[@bib69]^ These chimeric proteins serve as synthetic transcriptional regulators to control the expression of single or multiple genes, thereby providing powerful platforms for functional studies of genes and genomes in their native context and under different physiological and developmental conditions.^[@bib70]^ Spatiotemporal control over gene expression using transcriptional activators and repressors or chromatin modifiers, in a cell type-specific manner and at desired times and levels, would be quite useful in delineating the function of single genes, gene circuits, networks and interacting pathways.^[@bib71]^ Such platforms will be indispensable for robust functional genomics applications across diverse eukaryotic species in which knockouts of single or multiple genes would be lethal or deleterious to the target organism. Intriguingly, CRISPR interference has been applied in large-scale genome-wide screens with minimal off-targeting activities, indicating its potential use in functional genomics studies across diverse eukaryotic species. ^[@bib72],\ [@bib73]^

Challenges in therapeutic applications of molecular scissors
============================================================

Major improvements are needed before molecular scissors platforms find wide application in genomic medicine. As we discussed previously, the genetic nature of a disease, the required correction, the molecular scissors platform used, the delivery method and the targeted cells and organs are all factors that influence the efficacy of treatment and determine the likelihood of clinical benefit.^[@bib10]^ Improvements in the efficiencies of repair mechanisms could unlock the potential of these methods to treat a wide range of genetic diseases. Treatments based on NHEJ repair of target sequences are likely to be achieved ([Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bib1]^ However, because many other treatments are based on HDR, in which a template molecule is supplied to replace the undesirable sequence, major improvements in the efficiency of HDR are needed ([Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The primary challenge is that HDR is active primarily in mitotic cells, in contrast to NHEJ that is active in nearly all cell types.^[@bib66]^ Therefore, nondividing and postmitotic cells are recalcitrant to targeted engineering via HDR. Whether other strategies can induce HDR in nondividing cells or targeted gene corrections can be achieved via NHEJ remains to be determined.^[@bib65]^ Improvements in our ability to control the efficiency of these two repair mechanisms in various cell types would improve their applicability in genetic medicine.

Reducing the off-target effects of Cas9 nuclease is a major goal in efforts to improve the precision of gene corrections. Several studies have reported an elevated rate of off-target effects of Cas9^[@bib74],\ [@bib75],\ [@bib76]^ that could pose devastating risks to the patient. Off-target effects could, for example, generate multiple oncogenic mutations in the genome, and edited oncogenic cells could overtake the unedited cells and cause severe complications.^[@bib63]^ This is a complex issue that should be thoroughly studied in target cell types under treatment conditions. As previously mentioned, several strategies have been employed to improve the precision of Cas9 cutting, including the generation of paired nickases and chimeric fusions of the *Fok*I catalytic domain to catalytically inactive Cas9 (dCas9). These strategies have improved precision and reduced off-target effects at known Cas9 off-targets.^[@bib47],\ [@bib48],\ [@bib49],\ [@bib51]^ However, off-target activities depend on several parameters, including the amount of Cas9 protein available, the structure and nature of the sgRNA sequence, the targeted cell type and the cellular state.^[@bib77],\ [@bib78]^ Off-target activities vary among different cell types and organisms, indicating the need for rigorous studies. Determining the actual frequency of off-target activities is challenging owing to the detection limits of current methodologies.^[@bib79]^ The few studies that have performed whole-genome sequencing have observed less off-target activity than might be expected. Overcoming off-target activities by employing multiple strategies and developing highly sensitive detection methods is of paramount importance to the application of Cas9 in genomic medicine.^[@bib53],\ [@bib78],\ [@bib80]^ Alternatively, other Cas9 variants with improved specificities might be generated, or other novel classes of endonucleases might be used.^[@bib81]^

Gene therapy for genetic diseases
=================================

The availability of genetic information regarding complex diseases has enabled the application of genome-editing technologies to the treatment of nonmonogenic complex disorders, including cardiovascular diseases, HIV and Alzheimer\'s disease.^[@bib82]^ Inducing mutations that are capable of reversing diseases is increasingly possible using technologies such as the CRISPR/Cas9 platform. The production of protein variants with healthy phenotypes depends largely on the use of HDR to replace a gene sequence with a supplied fragment carrying the intended correction. However, the treatment of diseases such as HIV depends on generating a nonfunctional allele of the gene that can be efficiently achieved by NHEJ.^[@bib83]^ Genome-wide association studies have mapped and linked noncoding regions of the genome to disease phenotypes.^[@bib84]^ Manipulating these noncoding sequences using genome-engineering reagents would enable the reversal of disease states. Targeted gene therapy involves the manipulation of the genetic material to delete and replace causal mutations or to induce host mutations that provide protective functions. The most translatable and easy to treat diseases are monogenic diseases in which the generation of a dysfunctional copy of the causative gene would reverse the disease state.^[@bib85],\ [@bib86]^ Polygenic diseases that require simultaneous multiple alterations of the genome are more challenging to treat.^[@bib87],\ [@bib88]^ Targeted gene corrections have been demonstrated in somatic and germline cells of animal models.

The treatment of particular disease states depends on an understanding of their genetic basis. Thus, molecular scissors can be applied to edit the genome and dictate a desired genetic outcome that can reverse the illness. Editing of the sequence depends on the application of either NHEJ or HDR.^[@bib11]^ NHEJ is quite efficient and occurs at all cell-cycle stages.^[@bib66]^ In contrast, HDR is quite challenging, particularly when inserting a large DNA sequence to replace the diseased allele.^[@bib64],\ [@bib89]^ The nature of the disease, nature of the desired modification, repair method used, topology of the target and template sequences and cell state will determine the success rate of gene therapy.^[@bib90]^ Therefore, such approaches must first be demonstrated in model organisms to address all of these issues and provide solutions before proceeding to clinical trials. Furthermore, information is needed about how much editing is required for the treatments and the fitness of the treated versus nontreated cells. An increased editing requirement will increase the challenge.

Another important factor is whether the treatment of targeted cells is performed *ex vivo*, in which cells are taken from the patient, treated with molecular scissors and then reintroduced into the body, or *in vivo*, in which molecular scissors are directly applied to the targeted cells to achieve the desired genetic manipulations.^[@bib90]^ Furthermore, in what form are the molecular scissors delivered: DNA, RNA or proteins? For safety reasons, proteins are most desirable because DNA can integrate into the genome and generate unintended mutations that might cause complications.^[@bib75],\ [@bib90]^ RNA would be much safer than DNA, but the direct application of RNA might be technically challenging. Several blood disorders, including severe combined immunodeficiency, Fanconi anemia, Wiskott--Aldrich syndrome and sickle-cell anemia, have been treated *ex vivo* using molecular scissors based on ZFN platforms.^[@bib85],\ [@bib91]^ The HIV co-receptor CCR5 has been mutated in T cells using NHEJ, and proof of concept has been demonstrated in a mouse model; a phase I clinical trial of engineering of CCR5 in human T cells is currently underway.^[@bib83]^ Intriguingly, a clinical trial has demonstrated that gene editing can be safe and effective in humans to treat and tackle HIV.^[@bib83]^ ZFNs are in clinical trials for multiple human diseases, and coverage of these trials is provided in a recent excellent review.^[@bib92]^ CRISPR/Cas9 molecular scissors have been successfully used to treat tyrosinemia and prevent cardiovascular disease.^[@bib93]^ Many clinical trials using the CRISPR/Cas9 system are being planned or are underway to treat a variety of human diseases.

Antiviral therapies
===================

The CRISPR/Cas9 system was initially discovered as a molecular immunity mechanism against the genetic material of invading pathogens. Thus, it should be possible to use the same strategy in other kingdoms of life, including mammals and plants. CRISPR/Cas9 was recently used to confer molecular immunity against infectious viruses in plants. This method has been used to target tomato leaf curl virus (TYLCV) that causes a devastating disease that can lead to nearly absolute crop loss. Interestingly, the CRISPR/Cas9 system is capable of simultaneously conferring immunity against multiple DNA viruses.^[@bib94]^ Moreover, one sgRNA sequence designed to bind a conserved intergenic region was capable of providing immunity against several members of the geminivirus family. In mammalian systems, CRISPR/Cas9 has been used against HIV genomic targets and latent provirus in the genome. CRISPR/Cas9 has also been used against hepatitis virus B and C.^[@bib83],\ [@bib95],\ [@bib96]^

To develop antiviral therapies, the CRISPR/Cas9 system can be engineered to target the virus sequence for destruction or to engineer host sequences essential for successful infection of the virus. Moreover, the CRISPR/Cas9 system might be applied to diseased individuals to treat viral infection by eliminating the sequences essential for viral replication, for example, the LTR sequences essential for HIV replication.^[@bib91]^ Recently, a clinical trial demonstrated that disruption of the CCR5 gene by ZFNs and autologous reintroduction of CD4T cells with a dysfunctional CCR5 gene led to a significant reduction in viral load and was safe, raising the possibility of using the CRISPR/Cas9 system for gene therapy against AIDS.^[@bib91]^ Furthermore, several human viral infections are associated with cancers, including hepatitis virus B and C in liver cancers, human papillomavirus in cervical cancer, and Epstein--Barr virus in nasopharyngeal carcinoma.^[@bib95]^ Targeting these oncogenic viruses for degradation and disruption may represent an effective strategy for preventing or reversing cancer progression. Thus, applying the CRISPR/Cas9 system to the destruction of oncogenic viruses may provide an effective means of treating these types of cancers. All of these therapies depend greatly on the development of an effective method for the delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 reagents into target cells. Although quite challenging, progress is being made, and ultimately it may be possible to deliver these reagents into all types of cells in diseased individuals.

CRISPR/Cas9 systems and disease models
======================================

Sequence-based information about the genetic basis of disease helps to generate disease mouse models. The ease and speed with which these models can be generated is unprecedented, enabling functional studies of many genetic diseases.^[@bib97]^ CRISPR/Cas9 technology allows the study of complex genetic diseases, including human cancer, in which multiple mutations and chromosomal translocations are present in the genome.^[@bib74],\ [@bib98]^ Because cancer is quite complex and usually involves hundreds of genetic changes, including point mutations, deletions and chromosomal translocations, it has been quite challenging to generate mouse models for studying tumors and their progression.^[@bib99],\ [@bib100]^ Because the cancer genome and epigenome in various cells are quite complex, with a vast number of single-nucleotide polymorphisms and chromosomal rearrangements, the CRISPR/Cas9 system would be extremely useful for generating next-generation mouse models in which genomic alterations are generated to mimic cancer states ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bib41],\ [@bib99]^ With the use of the CRISPR/Cas9 system, it is increasingly possible to generate mouse models carrying all of these genetic and epigenetic changes, thus allowing rigorous molecular analysis of the molecular underpinnings of tumor progression and the identification of oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes.^[@bib101]^ Such a model would enable the validation of cancer-related genes identified in The Cancer Genome Atlas. Furthermore, the CRISPR/Cas9 system has been used to efficiently *ex vivo* engineer hematopoietic stem cells, and the edited cells have been retransplanted into mice.^[@bib102]^ Such mouse models should be useful in studies of hematopoietic malignancy. Pigs, rats and nonhuman primates were recently shown to be amenable to CRISPR/Cas9-based targeted engineering. Disease models in these organisms will be useful in studies of the genetic basis of complex polygenic diseases. Pigs are a superior disease model owing to their physiological similarities to humans;^[@bib103]^ however, because of their size and high cost, as well as the difficulty of generating disease models, they have not been widely adopted. With the use of CRISPR/Cas9, however, it is expected that pigs will be adopted as relevant disease models. Two recent reports demonstrated CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene editing in cynomolgus and rhesus monkeys.^[@bib104]^ Such a system would be quite useful in many applications, including studies of learning and cognition. Intriguingly, the CRISPR/Cas9 system has been applied to revert the chromosomal inversion in the *F8* gene, and inversion-corrected induced pluripotent stem cells have been isolated with frequencies of up to 6.7%, with no detectable off-target activities.^[@bib105]^ This study is quite intriguing because it demonstrates the feasibility of correcting large chromosomal rearrangements in hemophilia A patient cells and suggest therapeutic potential. CRISPR/Cas9 machinery has also been used to remove a mutated exon 23 from the dystrophin gene and partial recovery of functional dystrophin, indicating therapeutic potential to treat Duchenne muscular dystrophy.^[@bib106]^

Ethical concerns
================

CRISPR/Cas9 technology is still in its infancy, and many questions remain to be answered. However, the facile engineering, affordability and efficiency of the CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing pose ethical concerns. The use of this powerful technology could create major ethical concerns if it were used for the wrong purposes.^[@bib107]^ Germline editing has been performed in diverse model species to generate disease models or to study the molecular underpinnings of specific gene functions. More recently, primate germline engineering has also been reported. One example of a potentially problematic application of this technology is the editing of the human germline to adjust genes related to IQ.^[@bib108]^ Thus, the power of CRISPR/Cas9 has reached a stage where fiction is becoming a reality. Despite such concerns, however, UK scientists have gained license to use the CRISPR/Cas9 technology to edit human embryos.^[@bib109]^ Scientists understand that regulation may be necessary, but research efforts and funding need to continue. Policymakers may be aware of the power and opportunities this technology brings to human life.^[@bib110]^ Therefore, discussions are focused on reaching enabling regulation such that research and generation of knowledge is neither disrupted nor compromised.^[@bib110]^ It remains to be determined whether regulations would prevent the spread of the CRISPR/Cas9 machinery in vector organisms such as mosquitoes, in which gene drives might lead to the spread of the mutated strains that could eventually overtake wild-type populations. Such regulations may also apply to prevent spreading the machinery through bacteria and potential compromise of beneficial bacteria. These regulations may help alleviate public concerns, promote funding of research aimed at generating knowledge and balance hope and fear.

Future perspectives
===================

The CRISPR/Cas9 system is poised to revolutionize functional biology, biotechnology and genomic medicine. Applications of this technology across diverse eukaryotic species will significantly improve our knowledge of the molecular underpinnings of key cellular processes. Furthermore, it will enable the generation of disease models and improve the efficiency of drug discovery and development. Molecular surgery, in which nucleotides are stitched to edit causative disease sequences, will become possible. Genome editing is finally close to being able to be used at the clinical bedside, and improving the efficiency, specificity and safety of gene editing reagents will unlock myriad applications in genetic medicine. This will undoubtedly improve human life by enabling treatment of diseases that are currently beyond our control and personalized medicine for effective treatment of individuals. Germline engineering applications are troublesome, but every advancement in human civilization entails unique risks; regulations should empower research aimed at improving these tools and understanding the genetic basis of human diseases while preventing applications intended to 'improve\' the species or produce 'super-humans\'. Assuming that these technologies are handled and applied appropriately, CRISPR/Cas9-based genomic surgeries will undoubtedly improve human life).
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![Site-specific nucleases (SSNs) generate site-specific genomic double-strand breaks (DSBs). SSNs including zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) or clustered regularly interspaced palindromic repeats/CRISPR-associated-9 (CRISPR/Cas9) systems can be used to generate a site-specific DSB. Non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or homology-directed repair (HDR) can be used to repair the break. NHEJ is an imprecise repair process and generates indels that can be useful in generating functional knockouts. HDR is a precise repair process and is used mainly in editing the DNA sequence. HDR requires the supply of a repair template to copy information across the break during the repair process. HDR is not efficient in most cellular systems.](emm2016111f1){#fig1}

![Different molecular scissors platforms including zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) and clustered regularly interspaced palindromic repeats/CRISPR-associated-9 (CRISPR/Cas9). (**a**) ZFNs are hybrid proteins between zinc-finger arrays and the catalytic domain of *FokI* endonuclease. Each ZF array is capable of binding to three nucleotides in the target sequence. Dimerization of the *Fok*I catalytic domain leads to the formation of double-strand breaks (DSBs). (**b**) TALENs possess a modular central repeat domain that can be engineered to bind any user-selected sequence. Engineering of the sequences and order of RVDs can confer user-defined sequence specificities. TALENs are hybrid proteins between the TAL effector backbone and the catalytic domain of *FokI* endonuclease. TALENs require two monomers to bind to the sense and antisense strands, respectively. (**c**) The CRISPR/Cas9 two-component system is composed of Cas9 endonuclease and the single-guide RNA (sgRNA) molecule. Engineering of 20 nucleotides in the sgRNA can confer user-selected specificity. Cas9 nuclease domains cleave both strands within the target sequence preceding the protospacer-associated motif (PAM) NGG trinucleotide sequence.](emm2016111f2){#fig2}

![Different modalities of non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) and homology-directed repair (HDR)-mediated repair processes. (**a**) NHEJ, an error-prone repair mechanism, is capable of generating targeted gene mutagenesis, homologue-specific mutagenesis, deletion of tandem genes and large chromosomal deletions. Example 1 shows targeted mutagenesis by the application of a single-guide RNA (sgRNA1). Example 2 shows the targeting of a duplicate gene using a homolog-specific sgRNA (sgRNA2). Example 3 shows the deletion of tandem genes by the application of a single sgRNA present in the tandem genes (sgRNA3). Example 4 shows the deletion of a chromosomal segment by the application of two sgRNAs (sgRNA2 and sgRNA3). (**b**) HDR, a precise repair mechanism, is capable of generating gene replacements, gene fusions, gene insertions and gene variants. The HDR process depends on the simultaneous delivery of a repair template and the generation of double-strand breaks (DSBs). Different repair outcomes can be generated by manipulating the repair template and homology arms. Example 1 shows targeted gene replacement in which the entire gene is replaced by a repair template with homology arms for replacement. Example 2 shows that sequences can be fused to the gene by supplying a repair template with homology arms suitable for gene fusions. Example 3 shows targeted gene insertions in which the gene is inserted using a repair template with homology arms to the site of insertion.](emm2016111f3){#fig3}

###### Systematic comparison of the ZFN, TALEN and CRISPR/Cas9 genome-engineering platforms

                                                                                   *ZFN*                                              *TALEN*                                              *CRISPR/Cas9*
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------
  Construction                                                                     Protein engineering for every single target        Protein engineering for every single target          20-Nucleotide sequence of sgRNA
  Targeting                                                                        Protein--DNA interaction, less predictable         Protein--DNA interaction, less predictable           DNA--RNA interactions, highly predictable
  Delivery                                                                         Two ZFNs around the target sequence are required   Two TALENs around the target sequence are required   sgRNA complementary to the target sequence with Cas9 protein
  Multiplexing                                                                     Challenging                                        Challenging                                          Highly feasible
  Feasibility of library construction and transformation for genome-wide screens   Technically challenging                            Technically challenging                              Highly feasible
  Affordability                                                                    Resource intensive and time consuming              Affordable but time consuming                        Highly affordable

Abbreviations: CRISPR/Cas9, clustered regularly interspaced palindromic repeats/CRISPR-associated-9; sgRNA, single-guide RNA; TALEN, transcription activator-like effector nuclease; ZFN, zinc-finger nuclease.
